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Describe your relationship to the author of this book.

Do you feel a sense of personal obligation, competition, or enmity toward an individual, group,
or institution discussed in the manuscript?

Were you involved in any way in the production of this book? If so, please explain.
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After answering the questions on the following pages, please check the appropriate choices
below and return this form with your report. (You may use additional pages to complete your
answers
The underlying scholarship in the work is
o superior
o adequate
o inadequate

My final judgment is that the manuscript will
o make a major contribution to the field
o solid contribution to the field
o minor contribution to the field
o will not make a contribution to the field
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Questions about the Book Project
Please provide detailed answers below and cite examples from the text whenever possible.
Does the manuscript address a topic on American Art made between 1500 and 1980 in the
geographic United States? [If a US publisher: Does the topic also have a significant international
component?]
Is the content effectively organized? Is the manuscript written in a clear, readable style? Are
there missing elements?
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What are the purposes, main arguments, and conclusions of the manuscript? Does the author
offer adequate support for the arguments and conclusions?

Does the author present new data or little-known material, or contribute to a new
understanding of familiar material by treating it in an original and stimulating manner?

Are quotations and translations accurate? Are the sources used appropriate to and adequate
for this study?
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Is the author conversant with other literature about the subject matter? Is the bibliography
inclusive?

Is the manuscript adequately illustrated?

Please comment on the importance of this book in relation to other books published in
American art. Are there comparable books on this topic in your language? If so, please identify
them. Does the manuscript overlap with them? If so, how?
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